PANSOPHIC FREEMASONRY
ORGANIZATION AND DEGREE STRUCTURE

ROYAL ARCH
PAST MASTER
GRAND MASTER

3° Master

2° Fellow Craft

1° Entered
Apprentice

PATHS/ORDERS WITH ADVANCED STUDIES
BEYOND MASTER MASON DEGREE

E.A. MUST CHOOSE AND STUDY TWO OF THESE SEVEN PATHS

ESOTERIC PATHS OF ADVANCEMENT

THG  GWB  OMCC  HOOM  MM  R+C  EC

PATHS REQUIRING TWO YEARS OF STUDY AND PRACTICE

HOOM  The Holy Order of MANS (English only)
MM   Memphis-Mizraim (English only)
R+C  Rosicrucian FRA (Spanish and English)
EC   Elus Cohen  (English only)

PATHS WITH OPTIONAL ADVANCED STUDIES BEYOND MASTER MASON LEVEL

T:.H:.G:.  Temple of the Holy Grail (Grail Priesthood)  Distance Learning Program
(English and Spanish)
Priestly Templar Initiatic Order requires Ordination through Home Temple for final two First Order
Empowerments, advancement to Second Order Tantra. Bishops Lewis and Willa Keizer, Aromas, CA.

GWB    Great Western Brotherhood  Distance Learning Program  (English only)
Spiritual Brotherhood/Sisterhood offering curriculum through Great Western University. Drs. and Bishops
Eugene and Ruth Whitworth, Spiritual Directors, San Francisco, CA.

+OMCC+   Martinist Order of the Knights of Christ  Distance Learning Program  (English
and Spanish)
Degrees of Martinist study, practice, and Initiation leading beyond S::I::III (Superior Inconnu). Bishop
Zohariel, Grand Master.